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bluestacks is the biggest selling android emulator and is the most widely used. it is the easiest way to install apps and
games on a computer. it is available for both windows and mac os. use it to run android apps on your computer. it’s a

cross-platform application and you can use it on windows as well as mac. you might have heard about the bluestacks 2
game emulator for pc and android. it was initially launched as an application player for android tablets and phones back

in 2013. today, the app player has become a popular emulator for pc and mac users as well. bluestacks empowers
developers to create games for android and desktop using a single codebase. the design and interface is well-built to

allow a hassle-free creation of the games, it automatically saves state and automatically switches between desktop and
android os without rebooting. the bluestacks platform is one of the best android emulator for pc due to its advanced

features. with a rooted bluestacks you will have a more secure and effective android operating system, you can install
apps and games without any limitation and many more. to root bluestacks is not an easy task. actually, rooting is the

only way to increase the power of your android system. first of all, you need to download and install the application and
then connect your android device. there are two methods, one is to root the bluestacks itself using a software, and the

second method is to root your android device directly. the bluestacks app player is an android emulator for windows and
mac. it allows you to run and install android apps on your computer easily. the design is well-built, and it automatically

switches between the desktop and the emulator without rebooting.
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